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In this exercise, we will continue to work with Household Expenditure and Income. On the 

course website you can download the material necessary for this exercise. Follow the below 

items step-by-step. Note that all of the below items must be written in a clean and commented 

STATA do-file. Your grade will be based on the do-files and the accompanying report. You 

must email the exercises before the deadline to homataheri1@gmail.com AND cc it to 

mo.hoseini@imps.ac.ir. If you don’t email it on time no grade will be given. 

1- Use the data set you built in the previous exercise. Generate variable "size", "age", 

"gender", "education", "work", "marital" which gives respectively the size of the 

household, age, gender, education, work status, and marital status of the head of 

household (hint: you might use egen count, and if command). Use label var 

to define labels of each variable. 

2- Make the data set household-level and just keep the following variables: Address, 

provice, size, age, gender, education, work, marital (You can use collapse or 

duplicates drop). Then save the dataset. 

3- Import excel file of part 2 of the survey (R95P2.xlsx). Using label variable add 

the description of each variable (DYCOL01 to DYCOL61) based on the 

questionnaire.  You can save the labels in a separate do-file and evoke it using do 

command. 

4- Using merge join the data with the household-level dataset you save in part 2 and 

save the new data set. Compute the following: 

a. Share of household without tap water. 

b. Share of household without refrigerator. 

c. Share of household with a house smaller than 10m2 per person. 

d. Share of household that performed a festival in the last year. 

5- Import the food expenditure file (R95P301.xlsx). The variable DYCOL01 represents 

the item code and DYCOL05 and DYCOL06 are price and level of expenditure, 

respectively. Find average price and total expenditure of household for all 4-digit 

code items 0111, 0112, 0113, … (hint: you can first generate a variable containing 4-

digit code and then use collapse).   

6- Using reshape, generate a series of variable that correspond to price and 

consumption of each of the 4-digit items. For example "price0111" and "expens0111" 

show the price and expenditure on " های آنغالت، نان، رشته، آرد و فراورده ". Using label 

variable define labels for the price and expenditure items. 

7- Generate variable "income" as total food expenditure for each household and assume 

it is an unchanging income spent on food. Then for each 4-digit item, regress 

"expens*" on "price*" and "income" and determine which consumption item is 

normal/inferior/Giffen based on this simple estimation?   

8- Using merge join the data with the dataset of part 4. Use regress to estimate the 

effect of having refrigerator on meat consumption. Is it positive or negative? 
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